documentary pitch

Summary:
National news headlines surround the largest power user and driving force of the
Southland regional economy of the last 40 years – the Tiwai Point Smelter. Though
with the health and safety, let alone environmental, ramifications of running such a
plant, would workers find themselves with the problem of doing their work whilst
possibly harming their own state of health, or the state of the environment?
This film will follow the human stories of those who work and had worked at the
smelter and investigate how it relates to the historical story of the plant, as well as
placing in context – pertaining to the plant’s current state of affairs.

Summery/Synopsis of Project

Format + Genre:
• 23 minute documentary.
• Suitable for television/festival/online release (project can continue and expand in depth + length with
filming next year)
Audience:
• 25 – 50 year old NZ Males + Females.
• Geographically – directed towards more national audience, rather than just a regional one.

Format, Genre + Audience

Outcomes for Project (After continued dev. in 2017):
• To be submitted to both the national film festival (NZIFF) or Doc Edge Festival – perhaps to be
submitted into Australian festivals as well.
• Seek interest from companies (TV/Online) interested in distribution.
• Use as primary piece of work for Show reel.

Intended Outcomes of Project, after Graduation

Goals after Graduation:
• Work within a Media Outlet/Production Company, based near my hometown, that produces
Documentaries + other creative media works to gain ground within the industry.
(i.e: Radio New Zealand, Gibson Group)
• Before doing my own commissioned/independent work.
• Partake in Film Productions made around hometown, utilising other production skills.

Future Short-term Career

Pre-Production
• Research + Preliminary
Interviews
•

•

•

Accessing archival, news +
scientific material through
appropriate channels –
generating timeline with
important events.
Finding participants, relevant
to topic + subject narrative,
and talking about project and
their thoughts + experiences.
Refining project summery if
needed – through discovery
of evidence + preliminary
interviews.

Production
• Cinematography
•

•

• Editing

Whether shot on the go or staged
dramatic sequences/interviews – to
be shot and framed with
cinematically-stylistic approach.
Filming for a wide selection of angles
to benefit editing stages later on.

• Producing + “Journalist”
•
•

Post-Production

Organising various interviews, shoots
etc. keeping the production rolling.
Getting the story, doing justice by it,
examining evidence and getting
answers that aren’t the official line –
whilst keeping within ethical
guidelines.

•

Finding pivotal moments within a
narrative – mapping the story out
in a logical (possibly
chronological/topical) manner.

• Motion Graphics
•

Crafting sequences during
moments within the narrative to
effectively illustrate points that
are addressed across.

Craft Skills used in Project throughout production

Participants-wise
• Informed Consent, signed forms (Permission)
• Willing Participation
• Permission to be on Film
• Participants may give feedback on their thoughts on production – but will be told if I
don’t follow up on suggestions to manipulate segments, within justified reason.
• Right to Withdraw
• Participant has this right, however – it may have a significant impact on production.
• Anonymity
• Waived right - due to nature of medium and intended use of it.
• Privacy + Confidentiality
• Nature and Intended use of the medium will not involve the disclosure of personal info.

Ethical Considerations

Journalist Code of Ethics
(a) They shall report and interpret the news with scrupulous honesty by striving to disclose all
essential facts and by not suppressing relevant, available facts or distorting by wrong or
improper emphasis.
(i)

They shall respect private grief and personal privacy and shall have the right to resist
compulsion to intrude on them.

(j)

They shall do their utmost to correct any published or broadcast information found to be
harmfully inaccurate.

source:
http://www.epmu.org.nz/journalist-code-of-ethics/
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